
We are the #1 Hemorrhoidal Treatment Center in St. Louis and the Midwest for over 30 years. We have treated over 150,000 patients with hemorrhoidal issues successfully. We offer same day, or next day visits, in our office. We also provide low cost office sedation weekly for all procedures if needed. High deductible? No insurance? No problem! We can help! Contact Us Today!View Our Google Reviews
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THIS IS NOT THE WEB-PAGE YOU ARE LOOKING FOR!



We have designed a NEW site in a NEW location but NOT in a galaxy far far away.

Visit us at: www.ColonRectalCenterSTL.com

 






Like it? Please share it:
	Click to share on Twitter (Opens in new window)
	Click to share on Facebook (Opens in new window)
	Click to share on LinkedIn (Opens in new window)
	Click to print (Opens in new window)
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When Do I Need a Colonoscopy If I’m a Woman?Mar 15, 2020
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American Cancer Society Guideline for Colorectal Cancer ScreeningMar 10, 2020
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What is the Difference Between Screening and Diagnostic Colonoscopy?Feb 28, 2020
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Dr. Abbadessa was awarded EXCELLENCE IN PATIENT CARE Feb 23, 2020


ADDRESS

Colon Rectal Health Center of St. Louis

456 N. New Ballas Road

Suite 154

St. Louis, MO 63141

PHONE

314.966.7570

Monday - Friday

8:00 AM to 3:00 PM

Saturday

by special arrangement

Sunday

by special arrangement 



SOCIAL LINKS

FACEBOOK

@ColonRectalHealthCenter

LINKED IN

Dr. Abbadessa


Review us on Google
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This website is not intended to provide medical advice or to be a substitute for doctor visit. Interaction on this website does not create a doctor-patient relationship.
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[image: Clare Berger]
Clare Berger1712077419

Dr Abbadessa and his team are top notch! I’ve had a really positive experience with everyone there.



[image: Michael Loveless]
Michael Loveless1710016992

What a funny guy he is? He is a great dr. He is very knowledgeable and he has a great staff to help him. I highly recommend him for your needs down there, that is.



[image: Paul Macfarlane]
Paul Macfarlane1709303427

Getting either end of your digestive  tract renovated  or  renewed can be critical to your health and happiness.So when the exit gate needs some expert care choose someone who for some inexplicable reason decided to do this work and enjoy it  and...  I mean really truly enjoys it.  😊Because this journey promises experiences unlike anything else.. unless you gave birth to triplets perhaps.Uncomfortable .  Bizarre. Mind blowing. Cosmic out- of body  difficult  strange fascinating messy beyond your wildest imagination.But do it.No matter what —  do it.Enjoy the mad ride.And trust this too shall pass ( ouch)  and also trust that Steven is a mad genius and artist. Who will make the process ( if you can relax  and trust) more than bearable but fun funny and a breezeCrazy?  Yes.Essential ? Yes.A journey unlike any other you’ll never forget and will always appreciate.You’ll learn something important about yourself too.Make friends with a part of your body you thought you never would or could.You have no idea what you’re capable of.Let Steven do his magic.read more



[image: Holly Johnson]
Holly Johnson1709247730

I want to take a moment to express a few things. I have had a WONDERFUL experience with Dr. Abbadessa and his office staff and nurses. I want to shout out specifically to Monique, she is AWESOME. To be honest, I think those nurses have the patience...  of angels. I have read some of these negative review experiences and all I can think of is that they waited way too long, in pain and then expected a fast cure all treatment the first time. It's human nature to NOT WANT to go to a proctologist, let's all agree, it is NOT a fun time. But most people live in pain for months or years, try "over the counter" remedies and then when they have to spend money or go for multiple treatments, they lash out with negative reviews. Waiting too long causes other issues that would have to be addressed and the Dr. and staff address the WHOLE patient, not just the painful area. One review said he went for a 3rd opinion...did he not like what the first TWO had to say? I understand a second opinion, but did that first doctor ALSO get such a negative review? How much time was there between visits and did each doctor also give treatments? So much not said. And so many of these issues, billing specifically, could be addressed on the phone, through the insurance company or in person. Let's all agree too that the insurance industry isn't the easiest to work with, it's not the office's fault insurance is difficult. I just needed to take a minute and share my POSITIVE experience with Dr. Abbadessa and hope that all of the other positive reviews are considered worth reading as well. If I could give this office 10 stars, I would. We tend to only complain and put our energy there and forget to compliment and praise. That is what this review is for. I am very happy to have a positive relationship with this office and doctor, and while it is an embarrassing health matter, it's a very important one to address and NOT avoid or prolong treatment for. Thank you!read more



[image: Vitaly Neimer]
Vitaly Neimer1703188963

I wanted to extend a huge thank you for your exceptional work of Dr. Abbadessa and Team. It's not every day that one has such an "in-depth" experience, and you all handled it with both professionalism and a sense of humor that was truly "behind"...  comparison!I must admit that I was a bit nervous, but your team made sure that everything went smoothly, proving that you really do know your stuff when it comes to the 'bottom line'.It's a rare talent to turn what could be an awkward situation into a comfortable and even lighthearted one. Your expertise and good spirits have made a significant impact on my health and my outlook on medical procedures. I can now say with confidence that I've had a top-notch team looking out for my... well, you know!Please extend my thanks to everyone involved. I couldn't have asked for a better group of professionals to take care of me. You've set the bar high for future healthcare experiences - though I hope not to see you again too soon, for obvious reasons!read more



[image: Matt Maranz]
Matt Maranz1703172879

Fantastic customer service. Excellent staff that’s incredibly accommodating.



[image: Admir Handan]
Admir Handan1703013289

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff are absolute heroes! During the peak of the pandemic, when finding a surgeon felt impossible, they stepped in and cared for my mom with exceptional skill and unwavering compassion. They took the time to explain every step...  of the process, always answered our questions patiently, and never made us feel alone. Their dedication went beyond the operating room; their warm smiles and genuine concern made an incredibly stressful time bearable. When I faced a similar issue earlier this year, there was no doubt in my mind who to call. Dr. Abbadessa's expertise, combined with his genuine care for his patients, is truly remarkable. If you're looking for a surgeon who puts your well-being first, look no further than Dr. Abbadessa and his amazing team. They are not just medical professionals; they are beacons of hope and supportread more



[image: Senija Bajric]
Senija Bajric1702580199

I just want everyone to know how wonderful Dr. Abbadessa is. He changed my life for good. My surgery went great, they make you feel so comfortable in a uncomfortable situation. The office is so wonderful and I called them my Angel's. Also, Nurse...  Angie thank you so much for everything!!! You all are just wonderful!read more



[image: Karen Pestka]
Karen Pestka1702574882

I have been going to Dr. Abbadessa for many years and have received excellent care. I would recommend him to anyone and am not looking forward to the day he does retire. His staff are all awesome. Very professional and nice.



[image: Brad Allen]
Brad Allen1702065832

Absolutely incredible staff. Helpful and communicative every step of the way. Would recommend this place to anyone.



[image: Diane Arbogast]
Diane Arbogast1701193943

Dr Abbadessa is a wonderful doctor. I developed a fistula as a side effect of chemotherapy and was in acute pain. I needed immediate help and the doctor saw me on a Thursday and scheduled me for surgery the next day even though he was booked solid....  He charges a single fee but he saw me periodically for seven months to make sure I was healing properly and did not charge for those office visits. He is good at what he does.  He will heal you!  His staff is warm and caring. I highly recommend Dr Abbadessa.read more
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S Grizzly1696618018

This office took really good care of me. It is imperative that you follow post procedure instructions to ensure you heal properly. Great doctor and wonderful staff.
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Kim Elmore1695396827





[image: Ashley Wilkins]
Ashley Wilkins1694447482

Dr. Abbadessa is amazing! I’ve never met a Doctor who cares so much about relieving his patients from pain. Great bed side manner and makes you feel comfortable during any procedures. I was in so much pain before and now it’s gone! He goes above and...  beyond.read more



[image: Will Mashaleh]
Will Mashaleh1694102912

I have been battling hemorrhoids for years. From my first visit they took care of it and I feel 100% better. The doctor is very experienced no second guess. The entire staff is friendly.
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Kelly Echard1692907743





[image: Jesse West]
Jesse West1692719106

while I was away from home at work I had a flare up and from the first phone call to leaving after the procedure was a first class experience. Everyone was helpful! Medical staff spent time answering a ton of question as did the Doctor. Dr Abbadessa...  is very experienced and as a result, I feel better than ever. Thank you.read more



[image: Kelly Echard]
Kelly Echard1692653167

Dr. Abbey and his staff were remarkable! They got me in immediately and took care of my procedure quickly.Office staff was very friendly too, and made me feel very  comfortable.



[image: Terry Scales]
Terry Scales1688145099

Thanks so much you have given me my life back.



[image: genia jones]
genia jones1686684133

Highly recommended!  I was extremely nervous & the staff were wonderful & caring.



[image: Andrea Wallace]
Andrea Wallace1686617456

I was in a really bad way. They got me in same day, when other places couldn't help me. They were even able to do the procedure I needed while I was there. The team's aftercare was absolute top tier. The entire staff is amazing. I had two different...  assessments of my situation prior, and this was by far my best experience. If you have anything going on with your bum, this is the place to go. They are kind, encouraging, thorough, and experienced. 10/10 would recommend.read more



[image: WILLIAM BREWINGTON]
WILLIAM BREWINGTON1686347275

Doctor Abbadessa,and his Staff Jana ,Monique and Angie are very kind and professional . Dr.Abby is very thorough and explains things well. I would recommend Dr. Abby to anyone needing a proctologist.
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Mark Brotcke1683135244





[image: angela avv]
angela avv1682955913

The best doctor in the city, highly recommended, he explained the entire procedure in detail, and without forgot  super friendly work team, I wish I could give him more than 5 stars!!!!



[image: Sara Chappell]
Sara Chappell1678376885

Dr. Abbadessa and the staff at Colon Rectal Health Center are absolutely wonderful!! I can’t say enough great things about them! Their care and expertise are exceptional! I’m a new person because of them and I’m forever grateful!!! FIVE STARS!!!!



[image: SARAH BIERMANN]
SARAH BIERMANN1678130880

Dr A and his office staff are the BEST! My daughter was in a lot of pain and needed to been seen asap. They went above and beyond. This is Real patient care. Dr A was easy to talk too and had all the answers. I am thankful for DR A and all his...  wonderful staff. My daughter is feeling great again. Thank you Dr A and all your staff. I am very grateful.read more



[image: Jake Kuntz]
Jake Kuntz1678128236

5 stars isn't enough for Dr. Abbadessa. This has to be the perfect person to deal with such an awkward and uncomfortable medical issue. He definitely makes the experience feel more casual and relaxed than you would expect. It feels like you are...  talking to a friend or family, rather than having a medical conversation with a doctor. And most importantly, i could tell he really wanted fix my problem. It also helps when him and his staff have a great sense of humor lol S/O Angie and Moniqueread more



[image: Sophia Smith]
Sophia Smith1677870980

Everyone who works here is so amazing and kind . They made me feel very welcomed and safe during my visit. I would 1000% recommend to anyone .



[image: Lauren Crangle]
Lauren Crangle1672675600

This place is amazing! Not only did the doctor improve my quality of life after years of torment, he is so nice and answered all my questions! Every single employee was happy and helpful from the first phone call to my last visit! They squeezed me...  in for my last visit before the end of the year. They know what they are doing, and they do it well. I highly recommend this place to anyone!!read more



[image: john kuelker]
john kuelker1672350809

Great doctor. Great staff. Everyone makes an uncomfortable situation as comfortable as possible while also doing quality work. Best of all is that the pain is gone!!! Would recommend to anyone.



[image: Kelsey Curry]
Kelsey Curry1672334561

The team at Dr. A’s office is very comforting, friendly, and relaxed which makes the experience a 10/10. Not only is the staff great, but the changes you will see from your visits with Dr. A are night and day. I highly recommend Dr. A and his office!



[image: Jessica Bohl]
Jessica Bohl1671473985

This Dr and his staff are amazing. I feel so much better and he really listened when no other doctor would. Highly recommend.
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Abdihakim Mohamoud1665532672





[image: cody palermo]
cody palermo1660675396

Such relief after leaving this place! They take care of the problem efficiently and swiftly. I would highly recommend this faculty to anyone and everyone. They get you in and out!!!



[image: Samantha Gnade]
Samantha Gnade1660671736

This has literally been the best medical experience that I have ever had in my life. I was in so much pain, they literally kept the office open for me because they knew I was in bad shape. Everyone is literally amazing, receptionist, nurses, and...  Doc. I brought them Heaven Scent Donuts when I came for my check up because I feel like this office is Heaven Scent!!! These people are literally amazing. I would recommend five stars!!!read more



[image: Phillip Hilton]
Phillip Hilton1659043076

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff are incredible friendly. Visiting with Dr. Abbadessa felt more like a conversation. He took time to involve me in the decision making process and took my schedule into consideration when making treatment plans. I would...  recommend him time and time again.read more
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Joseph Chirchirillo1658229001

Always there when I need them! Steven Abbadessa is A+++++



[image: Akbar Asadullah]
Akbar Asadullah1650324944

I very much recommend  Dr. Steven Abbadessa,He took care of me from severe illness. Very fast and great service. Collective is helpful, friendly. I very much appreciate him, I was taken in same day, colonoscopy was scheduled for same week. In less...  than one week after treatment Thankfully I am again eating food on the table with my family.I am feeling better every single day!read more



[image: C “Sharkbait”]
C “Sharkbait”1648871861

I can't even begin to explain how grateful I am for finding Dr. Abadessa. Amazing doctor, amazing staff. This place couldn't get much better.



[image: Kyle Mahler]
Kyle Mahler1645457716

I had an emergency situation and they got me right in. The staff was friendly, and the doctor is a straight shooter. They made me feel comfortable and the doctor said I’d feel better after this. I doubted him, butt he was right. I felt immediately...  better. I would highly recommend these guys for care.read more
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Rachel Watters1640915792

I have been seeing Dr. Abbadessa for over 10 years.  No one wants to need this type of specialist, but when you do, he's the one to see! He has worked on my on-going issues, and is always professional. The entire staff is great, and Dr. Abadessah is...  very skilled. He's willing to work with you, regardless of insurance coverage.read more
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Lance Laramie1640467480

Dr. Abby changed my life. Best thing that ever happened to me. Thank you!
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Raini DeBarr1639839731
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Ronald Branstetter1639065102

UPDATE 12/9/2021:I have been treated by Dr Steve for the last year, multiple office visits. I stand 100% by my initial review and impressions. I don't like to publicly admit that I have suffered from hemorrhoids much of my life, but if it helps...  you get the best treatment I am willing to suffer the humiliation. Haha 😁.   Do yourself a big favor, and if you suffer from hemorrhoids or other problems with your rear end, go see Dr Steve. I wish I had found him years back. He's a super knowledgeable specialist, his office staff is accommodating and they are all very nice people.INITIAL REVIEW:Add me to the list of 5 star reviews.  Over the past 20 years I experienced several severe bouts with hemorrhoids.   I share this in a public forum not to gain your respect and admiration, but because you might be suffering right now.  I had several trips to the emergency room and other doctors in past desperate attempts to get relief from the pain.   Nothing really worked.This time I was determined to find a doctor who had an expertise and extensive experience in treating hemorrhoids.  I was willing to travel out of state if necessary!  After extensive research, I found Dr. Steven Abbadessa.  If you are suffering from hemorrhoids I understand your pain, and I understand how difficult it can be to find expert care.  But trust me, it is worth it.Dr. Abbadessa treated me in his office one week ago today, and I am already noticing how much better I feel.  He and his office staff are very nice and professional.  They genuinely care and I am thankful.  If you are suffering from hemorrhoids, do yourself a big favor and go see Dr. Abbadessa.read more



[image: joe rothweil]
joe rothweil1637698854

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff are extremely nice and professional. Dr. Abbadessa is extremely through and his procedures work. So glad I choose him again to deal with my hemorrhoid problems. I don't think you will find a better colorectal doctor than...  Dr. Abbadessa.read more
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Kirk Jakoubek1636390618





[image: LaShanda Hafenbrack (SHANDA)]
LaShanda Hafenbrack (SHANDA)1634229512

All I can say is,  WOW!!Attentive, knowledgeable, affordable and just all around good people! What I thought was going to be a traumatic experience turned out to be a smooth process and best of all little to no pain!! Highly recommend using their...  services!read more



[image: keith short]
keith short1632937586

I deal with doctors on a daily basis in my job.  In 33 years I have interacted with over 2,000 doctors in every field immaginable.  Dr. Abbadessa was as thorough, kind, friendly and qualified as any I have met.  He explained everything, made an...  uncomfortable situation much better and (most importantly) is getting me better.  His staff was just as wonderful!read more



[image: Jesse Rainwater]
Jesse Rainwater1629735913

Very professional and knows what he is doing! Had me in and out for surgery and I feel 1000% better!



[image: Darcy Mahoney]
Darcy Mahoney1627948458

Amazing amazing amazing. I can’t rave about this office enough. They got me in last minute, brand new patient, when no one else would. It ended up being an emergency surgery appointment and they took such good care of me. They were kind, patient,...  and didn’t make me feel like the bother I was expecting to feel like. Thank you again for your professionalism and kindness to me today.read more



[image: neha xer]
neha xer1627663821

Look no further. Dr. Abadessa and his team are the best. He did a procedure for me and it is life changing. I just regret not seeing him sooner and enduring all the pain. Highly recommend!!



[image: Dan Yarger]
Dan Yarger1621268589

Great staff and a great experience.  The whole staff has been great so work with.  My wife has spoken with them at times after my procedure and they have been great with her too.  A+++



[image: Jeremy Bald]
Jeremy Bald1620397656

Staff is very friendly and welcoming, they go out of their way to make you feel at home. Dr. Abbadessa is top notch, very knowledgeable and informative. Would highly recommend.



[image: Meganne McIntire]
Meganne McIntire1620150767

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff, Angie and Monique, are truly the best. They genuinely care for their patient’s and the services they provided to me as a patient was top notch! Anyone dealing with HPV I would 100% recommend Dr. Abbadessa no matter how...  far you might have to travel.read more



[image: Jeff Rowling]
Jeff Rowling1620141631

Very knowledgeable and professional. Arrived in tremendous pain and few weeks later feel like a new man. Would definitely recommend.



[image: Jose Reategui]
Jose Reategui1619460612

Very professional, very honest and very friendly Dr. Abbadessa and staff. I am very pleased. I highly recommend.



[image: James Meyer]
James Meyer1616779686

Went there for the first time today to treat a fairly bad case of hemroids.  I was happy to see a specialist but not thrilled about the process.   Dr. Abbadessa and his staff did everything to make me feel welcome and relaxed. Treatment was smooth...  and discomfort was minimal.  I would recommend this office to anyone.read more



[image: Mary Beth Kinsella]
Mary Beth Kinsella1611261109

Very professional, felt safe and Dr. Abbadedsa discussed findings immediately after procedure.



[image: Saheeh Peek]
Saheeh Peek1607110805

As a truck driver I just so happen to be passing through MO.  I Googled this center thinking nothing of it, but wow!!  I was really impressed on so many levels with these guys.  What I intially thought was a hemroid problem unfortunately turned out...  to be a tear that needed surgery.  From the time I called until the time I walked out the door from surgery was less than 24 hrs. since they squeezed me in because of the circumstances.  The staff and doctor were so cool and down to earth and yet exceptionally professional it really put me at ease since as you can imagine my nerves were through the roof.  I am 47 and actually live in Georgia, but I honestly dont think i am even going to waste my time looking for another place even in GA. I have no insurance and paid out of pocket and yet the Doc. really looked out on the price for me. I know, I totally get it. i am sure you think i am embellishing them way too much for all this to be true, lol.  well, I highly suggest you think again and for your sake do yourself a favor and at least check them out and see for yourself. your in good hands with these guys.read more



[image: Rebecca Bell]
Rebecca Bell1600349334

Dr Abbadessa and his staff are some of the sweetest people I have ever met.  Their professionalism is OVER THE TOP!!!!! In today's medical world finding a group this sweet and caring is almost impossible.I would  HIGHLY recommend Dr Abbadessa and...  his great staff!!!!!read more
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Steve & Karla Nisly1596716869

Definitely recommended. Reasonable prices, efficient service and great nurses!
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Adam Howlett1594058441

Thanks for the new gasket Doc! They took great care of me and were very professional. Considering the circumstances, it was as good an experience as it could've been. I had it pretty bad and required surgery, which only took about 20 minutes. Post...  OP pain was minimal and life is certainly better.read more
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Hasan Abu Rukbeh1592427991





[image: Jordan Wilson]
Jordan Wilson1570469198

5 stars all day! No questions. Can’t express how happy I’ve been with Mr Abbadessa and of course everyone else that works here. This is literally my first time even writing a review for anything online. But I’m gladly willing to take this time to...  thank them and also let whoever else that sees this and is wondering about where to go for the type of service they offer. You don’t have to look anywhere else! I’ve seen 4 doctors before I met Dr Abbadessa and all of them failed to help me even a little bit! But they day I met Dr Abbadessa he told me that he would fix me and he wasn’t joking even a little! I LOVE everyone that works here and I am soooo grateful for each and every one of them. You guys changed my life forever and I’m beyond happy! Thank you so much!read more
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Christina1568986110

Dr. Abbadessa is very knowledgeable and is quick to provide you with relief. His bedside manner is very caring and personable which sets him apart from most surgeons. His entire team does their best to make you comfortable. They are great!
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TWO GOLD TOOFAS1561932657

I've nicknamed Dr. Abbadessa, Dr. Abra Kadabra...What he has done for me personally,  is nothing short of a miracle.His office staff is amazing, attentive, personable, professional,  and above all, down to earth.To be honest, there are area's of...  your body, that are way to embarrassing, and personal to deal with. However, this is the business these Wonderful folks are in, and they remove all of  the unknowns, all of the awkwardness, and restore and instill confidence once again...read more
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Misty Townsend1560546091

Dr. Abbadessa and staff have been incredible...the receptionist, the nurses, the dr. himself...all were kind, helpful, and respectful!! We had the worst luck trying to find a great care team for my husband, and we finally found one in Dr. Abbadessa...  and his amazing staff! Thank you!!!read more
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Kevin McGuire1556650659

Dr. Abbadessa provides outstanding care and his staff couldn't be better.  It's rare to find the combination of a doctor with top medical skills, great bedside manner and a staff that takes care of all the other things like appointments and...  prescriptions efficiently.  Great care and service - Thanks!read more
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[image: Christa Tinker]
Christa Tinker1552060924

I absolutely love Dr. Abbadessa!!! He's a great doctor with a great sense of humor. He and his staff (Laura and Angie) make you feel welcome and at ease and they do what they can to keep your mind off what's going on. I would recommend him to...  anyone!!!read more
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Janet1549217280

Staff and Doctor are amazing!
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A Co1549080639

This doctor is the real deal. They don't make em like this anymore.
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[image: Jo Ann Elizabeth Dalton]
Jo Ann Elizabeth Dalton1540245071

Fantastic Doctor. Made me feel at ease. The Staff is Exceptional.  I recommend Dr. Abadassa very Highly.



[image: Jon Etling]
Jon Etling1533322450

"One hell of a doctor"... Excellent surgeon. I had a large anal abscess. The doctor said it was the size of a baseball sliced in half. The pain was unbearable. I selected Dr. "A" based on reviews & contacted them late in the afternoon. He agreed to...  see me the next day even though it was his appointment free day. I had surgery the following day. What a relief. I had a hardtime coping with the pain anymore. Surgery went great. He takes care of business. The best doctor I have ever had an experience with. He really cares about your health & wellbeing. Very pleasant/nice, super friendly to deal/work with & explains everything you need to know beforehand. My experience was the best. Excellent Staff... everyone there is so helpful & nice. It's hard to put into words how wonderful he is. I really like Dr. "A". Thanks so very much for fixing me up & taking such good care of me. Your the best, so greatful to have you as my doc.read more
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Denise Fluhr1525902192

Dr. Abbadessa is a fabulous doctor. He and his staff make you feel comfortable and taken care of.



[image: Joseph Chirchirillo]
Joseph Chirchirillo1525659738

Great at what he does! Always helps me!
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James Alexander1507709254

Dr. Abbadessa I wanna thank you for making feel so comfortable during, and leasing up to the procedure. I was in terrible pain for months. I called other Dr and went to the er main if times. Everyone said they couldn't help me. I called and left a...  message at Dr Abbadessa office. They called me back very quickly and it surprised me because the last was very concerned. She got me in right away and the next day I was getting the procedure done. Thank you dr. I don't think 5 stars is enough for you.read more
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Ron Mueller1503510494

Excellent doctor and a super staff. Great listener and takes time to explain procedures, reason, and options. Willing to work with patients regardless of their insurance or lack thereof.  Not only a great doctor but a good sense of humor, highly...  recommend Dr. Abadassa!read more



[image: L M.F.]
L M.F.1493175758

As others have stated this is a very knowledgeable doctor,  and let's be real when it comes to our rears we need a intelligent non watered down physician to treat us , i like that i have the same nurse with his practice for years this is helpful....  When i hid my being sick for around 2 weeks due to the loss of somone very special to me  Dr. A fitted me in the same day i called his staff kept calling, checking and seeing had the symptoms improved. Colon cancer is a silent killer and i wouldn't trust anyone else to stabilize me .read more
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Michele Sanders1474856802

Dr. Abbadessa was great. He helped me where 3 other Drs. failed. He's a real straight shooter. Very refreshing.



[image: Angie M]
Angie M1467767519

Dr. Abbadess was excellent! I was nervous about going in. Made me feel a-lot better. I've had hemorrhoids since i was 16 years old. i felt a-lot better when i left the office.  Amazing doctor!
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Darren Drury1467484484

One of the best doctors I had the pleasure of meeting. Genuinely cares to see his patients reform!
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M & M Caravaggi1465308159

I have had issues on and off for quite some time. I was referred to Dr Abbadessa by another doctor. The staff was so pleasant and helpful. I have taken his advise and it has been life changing. I am no longer in pain and now my hemorrhoids are not...  an issue. never thought I would say this, I now have a butt doctor.read more



[image: Alex M]
Alex M1400265170

During the course of several procedures I had with Dr. Abbadessa, I experienced nothing but consummate professionalism and a bedside manner that encompassed compassion, dignity, and understanding. Its refreshing to be able to speak so highly of a...  physician and his staff. Along with the personnel, the exam, procedure, and waiting rooms are all immaculate and welcoming in their decor as well as up to date with equipment and technology. Not only did Dr. Abbadessa fully explain the details of my my condition, he listened to my concerns and addressed them fully. I would recommend his practice to anyone that is in need the services he offers.read more
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J. Engelhard1398989631

Wonderful staff and Dr. Abadessa has the best bed side manner in a field where almost everything is awkward. My husband went first recommended by our primary, after hearing his relief I went to take care of some hemoroids from giving birth. Four...  visits later and my bottom is all good:-)read more
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Clare Berger1712077419

Dr Abbadessa and his team are top notch! I’ve had a really positive experience with everyone there.
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Michael Loveless1710016992

What a funny guy he is? He is a great dr. He is very knowledgeable and he has a great staff to help him. I highly recommend him for your needs down there, that is.
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Paul Macfarlane1709303427

Getting either end of your digestive  tract renovated  or  renewed can be critical to your health and happiness.So when the exit gate needs some expert care choose someone who for some inexplicable reason decided to do this work and enjoy it  and...  I mean really truly enjoys it.  😊Because this journey promises experiences unlike anything else.. unless you gave birth to triplets perhaps.Uncomfortable .  Bizarre. Mind blowing. Cosmic out- of body  difficult  strange fascinating messy beyond your wildest imagination.But do it.No matter what —  do it.Enjoy the mad ride.And trust this too shall pass ( ouch)  and also trust that Steven is a mad genius and artist. Who will make the process ( if you can relax  and trust) more than bearable but fun funny and a breezeCrazy?  Yes.Essential ? Yes.A journey unlike any other you’ll never forget and will always appreciate.You’ll learn something important about yourself too.Make friends with a part of your body you thought you never would or could.You have no idea what you’re capable of.Let Steven do his magic.read more
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I want to take a moment to express a few things. I have had a WONDERFUL experience with Dr. Abbadessa and his office staff and nurses. I want to shout out specifically to Monique, she is AWESOME. To be honest, I think those nurses have the patience...  of angels. I have read some of these negative review experiences and all I can think of is that they waited way too long, in pain and then expected a fast cure all treatment the first time. It's human nature to NOT WANT to go to a proctologist, let's all agree, it is NOT a fun time. But most people live in pain for months or years, try "over the counter" remedies and then when they have to spend money or go for multiple treatments, they lash out with negative reviews. Waiting too long causes other issues that would have to be addressed and the Dr. and staff address the WHOLE patient, not just the painful area. One review said he went for a 3rd opinion...did he not like what the first TWO had to say? I understand a second opinion, but did that first doctor ALSO get such a negative review? How much time was there between visits and did each doctor also give treatments? So much not said. And so many of these issues, billing specifically, could be addressed on the phone, through the insurance company or in person. Let's all agree too that the insurance industry isn't the easiest to work with, it's not the office's fault insurance is difficult. I just needed to take a minute and share my POSITIVE experience with Dr. Abbadessa and hope that all of the other positive reviews are considered worth reading as well. If I could give this office 10 stars, I would. We tend to only complain and put our energy there and forget to compliment and praise. That is what this review is for. I am very happy to have a positive relationship with this office and doctor, and while it is an embarrassing health matter, it's a very important one to address and NOT avoid or prolong treatment for. Thank you!read more
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Vitaly Neimer1703188963

I wanted to extend a huge thank you for your exceptional work of Dr. Abbadessa and Team. It's not every day that one has such an "in-depth" experience, and you all handled it with both professionalism and a sense of humor that was truly "behind"...  comparison!I must admit that I was a bit nervous, but your team made sure that everything went smoothly, proving that you really do know your stuff when it comes to the 'bottom line'.It's a rare talent to turn what could be an awkward situation into a comfortable and even lighthearted one. Your expertise and good spirits have made a significant impact on my health and my outlook on medical procedures. I can now say with confidence that I've had a top-notch team looking out for my... well, you know!Please extend my thanks to everyone involved. I couldn't have asked for a better group of professionals to take care of me. You've set the bar high for future healthcare experiences - though I hope not to see you again too soon, for obvious reasons!read more
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Matt Maranz1703172879

Fantastic customer service. Excellent staff that’s incredibly accommodating.
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Admir Handan1703013289

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff are absolute heroes! During the peak of the pandemic, when finding a surgeon felt impossible, they stepped in and cared for my mom with exceptional skill and unwavering compassion. They took the time to explain every step...  of the process, always answered our questions patiently, and never made us feel alone. Their dedication went beyond the operating room; their warm smiles and genuine concern made an incredibly stressful time bearable. When I faced a similar issue earlier this year, there was no doubt in my mind who to call. Dr. Abbadessa's expertise, combined with his genuine care for his patients, is truly remarkable. If you're looking for a surgeon who puts your well-being first, look no further than Dr. Abbadessa and his amazing team. They are not just medical professionals; they are beacons of hope and supportread more
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Senija Bajric1702580199

I just want everyone to know how wonderful Dr. Abbadessa is. He changed my life for good. My surgery went great, they make you feel so comfortable in a uncomfortable situation. The office is so wonderful and I called them my Angel's. Also, Nurse...  Angie thank you so much for everything!!! You all are just wonderful!read more
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Karen Pestka1702574882

I have been going to Dr. Abbadessa for many years and have received excellent care. I would recommend him to anyone and am not looking forward to the day he does retire. His staff are all awesome. Very professional and nice.
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Brad Allen1702065832

Absolutely incredible staff. Helpful and communicative every step of the way. Would recommend this place to anyone.
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Diane Arbogast1701193943

Dr Abbadessa is a wonderful doctor. I developed a fistula as a side effect of chemotherapy and was in acute pain. I needed immediate help and the doctor saw me on a Thursday and scheduled me for surgery the next day even though he was booked solid....  He charges a single fee but he saw me periodically for seven months to make sure I was healing properly and did not charge for those office visits. He is good at what he does.  He will heal you!  His staff is warm and caring. I highly recommend Dr Abbadessa.read more
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This office took really good care of me. It is imperative that you follow post procedure instructions to ensure you heal properly. Great doctor and wonderful staff.
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Ashley Wilkins1694447482

Dr. Abbadessa is amazing! I’ve never met a Doctor who cares so much about relieving his patients from pain. Great bed side manner and makes you feel comfortable during any procedures. I was in so much pain before and now it’s gone! He goes above and...  beyond.read more
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Will Mashaleh1694102912

I have been battling hemorrhoids for years. From my first visit they took care of it and I feel 100% better. The doctor is very experienced no second guess. The entire staff is friendly.
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while I was away from home at work I had a flare up and from the first phone call to leaving after the procedure was a first class experience. Everyone was helpful! Medical staff spent time answering a ton of question as did the Doctor. Dr Abbadessa...  is very experienced and as a result, I feel better than ever. Thank you.read more
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Dr. Abbey and his staff were remarkable! They got me in immediately and took care of my procedure quickly.Office staff was very friendly too, and made me feel very  comfortable.
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Terry Scales1688145099

Thanks so much you have given me my life back.
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genia jones1686684133

Highly recommended!  I was extremely nervous & the staff were wonderful & caring.
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Andrea Wallace1686617456

I was in a really bad way. They got me in same day, when other places couldn't help me. They were even able to do the procedure I needed while I was there. The team's aftercare was absolute top tier. The entire staff is amazing. I had two different...  assessments of my situation prior, and this was by far my best experience. If you have anything going on with your bum, this is the place to go. They are kind, encouraging, thorough, and experienced. 10/10 would recommend.read more
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Doctor Abbadessa,and his Staff Jana ,Monique and Angie are very kind and professional . Dr.Abby is very thorough and explains things well. I would recommend Dr. Abby to anyone needing a proctologist.
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The best doctor in the city, highly recommended, he explained the entire procedure in detail, and without forgot  super friendly work team, I wish I could give him more than 5 stars!!!!
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Sara Chappell1678376885

Dr. Abbadessa and the staff at Colon Rectal Health Center are absolutely wonderful!! I can’t say enough great things about them! Their care and expertise are exceptional! I’m a new person because of them and I’m forever grateful!!! FIVE STARS!!!!
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SARAH BIERMANN1678130880

Dr A and his office staff are the BEST! My daughter was in a lot of pain and needed to been seen asap. They went above and beyond. This is Real patient care. Dr A was easy to talk too and had all the answers. I am thankful for DR A and all his...  wonderful staff. My daughter is feeling great again. Thank you Dr A and all your staff. I am very grateful.read more
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Jake Kuntz1678128236

5 stars isn't enough for Dr. Abbadessa. This has to be the perfect person to deal with such an awkward and uncomfortable medical issue. He definitely makes the experience feel more casual and relaxed than you would expect. It feels like you are...  talking to a friend or family, rather than having a medical conversation with a doctor. And most importantly, i could tell he really wanted fix my problem. It also helps when him and his staff have a great sense of humor lol S/O Angie and Moniqueread more
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Everyone who works here is so amazing and kind . They made me feel very welcomed and safe during my visit. I would 1000% recommend to anyone .
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This place is amazing! Not only did the doctor improve my quality of life after years of torment, he is so nice and answered all my questions! Every single employee was happy and helpful from the first phone call to my last visit! They squeezed me...  in for my last visit before the end of the year. They know what they are doing, and they do it well. I highly recommend this place to anyone!!read more
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Great doctor. Great staff. Everyone makes an uncomfortable situation as comfortable as possible while also doing quality work. Best of all is that the pain is gone!!! Would recommend to anyone.
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The team at Dr. A’s office is very comforting, friendly, and relaxed which makes the experience a 10/10. Not only is the staff great, but the changes you will see from your visits with Dr. A are night and day. I highly recommend Dr. A and his office!
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Jessica Bohl1671473985

This Dr and his staff are amazing. I feel so much better and he really listened when no other doctor would. Highly recommend.
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cody palermo1660675396

Such relief after leaving this place! They take care of the problem efficiently and swiftly. I would highly recommend this faculty to anyone and everyone. They get you in and out!!!
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Samantha Gnade1660671736

This has literally been the best medical experience that I have ever had in my life. I was in so much pain, they literally kept the office open for me because they knew I was in bad shape. Everyone is literally amazing, receptionist, nurses, and...  Doc. I brought them Heaven Scent Donuts when I came for my check up because I feel like this office is Heaven Scent!!! These people are literally amazing. I would recommend five stars!!!read more
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Dr. Abbadessa and his staff are incredible friendly. Visiting with Dr. Abbadessa felt more like a conversation. He took time to involve me in the decision making process and took my schedule into consideration when making treatment plans. I would...  recommend him time and time again.read more
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Joseph Chirchirillo1658229001

Always there when I need them! Steven Abbadessa is A+++++
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Akbar Asadullah1650324944

I very much recommend  Dr. Steven Abbadessa,He took care of me from severe illness. Very fast and great service. Collective is helpful, friendly. I very much appreciate him, I was taken in same day, colonoscopy was scheduled for same week. In less...  than one week after treatment Thankfully I am again eating food on the table with my family.I am feeling better every single day!read more
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C “Sharkbait”1648871861

I can't even begin to explain how grateful I am for finding Dr. Abadessa. Amazing doctor, amazing staff. This place couldn't get much better.
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Kyle Mahler1645457716

I had an emergency situation and they got me right in. The staff was friendly, and the doctor is a straight shooter. They made me feel comfortable and the doctor said I’d feel better after this. I doubted him, butt he was right. I felt immediately...  better. I would highly recommend these guys for care.read more
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Rachel Watters1640915792

I have been seeing Dr. Abbadessa for over 10 years.  No one wants to need this type of specialist, but when you do, he's the one to see! He has worked on my on-going issues, and is always professional. The entire staff is great, and Dr. Abadessah is...  very skilled. He's willing to work with you, regardless of insurance coverage.read more
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Dr. Abby changed my life. Best thing that ever happened to me. Thank you!
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UPDATE 12/9/2021:I have been treated by Dr Steve for the last year, multiple office visits. I stand 100% by my initial review and impressions. I don't like to publicly admit that I have suffered from hemorrhoids much of my life, but if it helps...  you get the best treatment I am willing to suffer the humiliation. Haha 😁.   Do yourself a big favor, and if you suffer from hemorrhoids or other problems with your rear end, go see Dr Steve. I wish I had found him years back. He's a super knowledgeable specialist, his office staff is accommodating and they are all very nice people.INITIAL REVIEW:Add me to the list of 5 star reviews.  Over the past 20 years I experienced several severe bouts with hemorrhoids.   I share this in a public forum not to gain your respect and admiration, but because you might be suffering right now.  I had several trips to the emergency room and other doctors in past desperate attempts to get relief from the pain.   Nothing really worked.This time I was determined to find a doctor who had an expertise and extensive experience in treating hemorrhoids.  I was willing to travel out of state if necessary!  After extensive research, I found Dr. Steven Abbadessa.  If you are suffering from hemorrhoids I understand your pain, and I understand how difficult it can be to find expert care.  But trust me, it is worth it.Dr. Abbadessa treated me in his office one week ago today, and I am already noticing how much better I feel.  He and his office staff are very nice and professional.  They genuinely care and I am thankful.  If you are suffering from hemorrhoids, do yourself a big favor and go see Dr. Abbadessa.read more
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joe rothweil1637698854

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff are extremely nice and professional. Dr. Abbadessa is extremely through and his procedures work. So glad I choose him again to deal with my hemorrhoid problems. I don't think you will find a better colorectal doctor than...  Dr. Abbadessa.read more
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LaShanda Hafenbrack (SHANDA)1634229512

All I can say is,  WOW!!Attentive, knowledgeable, affordable and just all around good people! What I thought was going to be a traumatic experience turned out to be a smooth process and best of all little to no pain!! Highly recommend using their...  services!read more
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keith short1632937586

I deal with doctors on a daily basis in my job.  In 33 years I have interacted with over 2,000 doctors in every field immaginable.  Dr. Abbadessa was as thorough, kind, friendly and qualified as any I have met.  He explained everything, made an...  uncomfortable situation much better and (most importantly) is getting me better.  His staff was just as wonderful!read more
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Jesse Rainwater1629735913

Very professional and knows what he is doing! Had me in and out for surgery and I feel 1000% better!
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Darcy Mahoney1627948458

Amazing amazing amazing. I can’t rave about this office enough. They got me in last minute, brand new patient, when no one else would. It ended up being an emergency surgery appointment and they took such good care of me. They were kind, patient,...  and didn’t make me feel like the bother I was expecting to feel like. Thank you again for your professionalism and kindness to me today.read more
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Look no further. Dr. Abadessa and his team are the best. He did a procedure for me and it is life changing. I just regret not seeing him sooner and enduring all the pain. Highly recommend!!
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Dan Yarger1621268589

Great staff and a great experience.  The whole staff has been great so work with.  My wife has spoken with them at times after my procedure and they have been great with her too.  A+++
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Jeremy Bald1620397656

Staff is very friendly and welcoming, they go out of their way to make you feel at home. Dr. Abbadessa is top notch, very knowledgeable and informative. Would highly recommend.
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Meganne McIntire1620150767

Dr. Abbadessa and his staff, Angie and Monique, are truly the best. They genuinely care for their patient’s and the services they provided to me as a patient was top notch! Anyone dealing with HPV I would 100% recommend Dr. Abbadessa no matter how...  far you might have to travel.read more
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Very knowledgeable and professional. Arrived in tremendous pain and few weeks later feel like a new man. Would definitely recommend.
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Jose Reategui1619460612

Very professional, very honest and very friendly Dr. Abbadessa and staff. I am very pleased. I highly recommend.
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James Meyer1616779686

Went there for the first time today to treat a fairly bad case of hemroids.  I was happy to see a specialist but not thrilled about the process.   Dr. Abbadessa and his staff did everything to make me feel welcome and relaxed. Treatment was smooth...  and discomfort was minimal.  I would recommend this office to anyone.read more
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Very professional, felt safe and Dr. Abbadedsa discussed findings immediately after procedure.
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Saheeh Peek1607110805

As a truck driver I just so happen to be passing through MO.  I Googled this center thinking nothing of it, but wow!!  I was really impressed on so many levels with these guys.  What I intially thought was a hemroid problem unfortunately turned out...  to be a tear that needed surgery.  From the time I called until the time I walked out the door from surgery was less than 24 hrs. since they squeezed me in because of the circumstances.  The staff and doctor were so cool and down to earth and yet exceptionally professional it really put me at ease since as you can imagine my nerves were through the roof.  I am 47 and actually live in Georgia, but I honestly dont think i am even going to waste my time looking for another place even in GA. I have no insurance and paid out of pocket and yet the Doc. really looked out on the price for me. I know, I totally get it. i am sure you think i am embellishing them way too much for all this to be true, lol.  well, I highly suggest you think again and for your sake do yourself a favor and at least check them out and see for yourself. your in good hands with these guys.read more
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Dr Abbadessa and his staff are some of the sweetest people I have ever met.  Their professionalism is OVER THE TOP!!!!! In today's medical world finding a group this sweet and caring is almost impossible.I would  HIGHLY recommend Dr Abbadessa and...  his great staff!!!!!read more
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Steve & Karla Nisly1596716869

Definitely recommended. Reasonable prices, efficient service and great nurses!
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Adam Howlett1594058441

Thanks for the new gasket Doc! They took great care of me and were very professional. Considering the circumstances, it was as good an experience as it could've been. I had it pretty bad and required surgery, which only took about 20 minutes. Post...  OP pain was minimal and life is certainly better.read more
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Jordan Wilson1570469198

5 stars all day! No questions. Can’t express how happy I’ve been with Mr Abbadessa and of course everyone else that works here. This is literally my first time even writing a review for anything online. But I’m gladly willing to take this time to...  thank them and also let whoever else that sees this and is wondering about where to go for the type of service they offer. You don’t have to look anywhere else! I’ve seen 4 doctors before I met Dr Abbadessa and all of them failed to help me even a little bit! But they day I met Dr Abbadessa he told me that he would fix me and he wasn’t joking even a little! I LOVE everyone that works here and I am soooo grateful for each and every one of them. You guys changed my life forever and I’m beyond happy! Thank you so much!read more
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Dr. Abbadessa is very knowledgeable and is quick to provide you with relief. His bedside manner is very caring and personable which sets him apart from most surgeons. His entire team does their best to make you comfortable. They are great!
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I've nicknamed Dr. Abbadessa, Dr. Abra Kadabra...What he has done for me personally,  is nothing short of a miracle.His office staff is amazing, attentive, personable, professional,  and above all, down to earth.To be honest, there are area's of...  your body, that are way to embarrassing, and personal to deal with. However, this is the business these Wonderful folks are in, and they remove all of  the unknowns, all of the awkwardness, and restore and instill confidence once again...read more
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Dr. Abbadessa and staff have been incredible...the receptionist, the nurses, the dr. himself...all were kind, helpful, and respectful!! We had the worst luck trying to find a great care team for my husband, and we finally found one in Dr. Abbadessa...  and his amazing staff! Thank you!!!read more
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Dr. Abbadessa provides outstanding care and his staff couldn't be better.  It's rare to find the combination of a doctor with top medical skills, great bedside manner and a staff that takes care of all the other things like appointments and...  prescriptions efficiently.  Great care and service - Thanks!read more
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I absolutely love Dr. Abbadessa!!! He's a great doctor with a great sense of humor. He and his staff (Laura and Angie) make you feel welcome and at ease and they do what they can to keep your mind off what's going on. I would recommend him to...  anyone!!!read more
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Staff and Doctor are amazing!
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This doctor is the real deal. They don't make em like this anymore.
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Jo Ann Elizabeth Dalton1540245071

Fantastic Doctor. Made me feel at ease. The Staff is Exceptional.  I recommend Dr. Abadassa very Highly.
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Jon Etling1533322450

"One hell of a doctor"... Excellent surgeon. I had a large anal abscess. The doctor said it was the size of a baseball sliced in half. The pain was unbearable. I selected Dr. "A" based on reviews & contacted them late in the afternoon. He agreed to...  see me the next day even though it was his appointment free day. I had surgery the following day. What a relief. I had a hardtime coping with the pain anymore. Surgery went great. He takes care of business. The best doctor I have ever had an experience with. He really cares about your health & wellbeing. Very pleasant/nice, super friendly to deal/work with & explains everything you need to know beforehand. My experience was the best. Excellent Staff... everyone there is so helpful & nice. It's hard to put into words how wonderful he is. I really like Dr. "A". Thanks so very much for fixing me up & taking such good care of me. Your the best, so greatful to have you as my doc.read more
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Denise Fluhr1525902192

Dr. Abbadessa is a fabulous doctor. He and his staff make you feel comfortable and taken care of.
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Joseph Chirchirillo1525659738

Great at what he does! Always helps me!
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Dr. Abbadessa I wanna thank you for making feel so comfortable during, and leasing up to the procedure. I was in terrible pain for months. I called other Dr and went to the er main if times. Everyone said they couldn't help me. I called and left a...  message at Dr Abbadessa office. They called me back very quickly and it surprised me because the last was very concerned. She got me in right away and the next day I was getting the procedure done. Thank you dr. I don't think 5 stars is enough for you.read more
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Excellent doctor and a super staff. Great listener and takes time to explain procedures, reason, and options. Willing to work with patients regardless of their insurance or lack thereof.  Not only a great doctor but a good sense of humor, highly...  recommend Dr. Abadassa!read more
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L M.F.1493175758

As others have stated this is a very knowledgeable doctor,  and let's be real when it comes to our rears we need a intelligent non watered down physician to treat us , i like that i have the same nurse with his practice for years this is helpful....  When i hid my being sick for around 2 weeks due to the loss of somone very special to me  Dr. A fitted me in the same day i called his staff kept calling, checking and seeing had the symptoms improved. Colon cancer is a silent killer and i wouldn't trust anyone else to stabilize me .read more
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Michele Sanders1474856802

Dr. Abbadessa was great. He helped me where 3 other Drs. failed. He's a real straight shooter. Very refreshing.



[image: Angie M]
Angie M1467767519

Dr. Abbadess was excellent! I was nervous about going in. Made me feel a-lot better. I've had hemorrhoids since i was 16 years old. i felt a-lot better when i left the office.  Amazing doctor!
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Darren Drury1467484484

One of the best doctors I had the pleasure of meeting. Genuinely cares to see his patients reform!
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M & M Caravaggi1465308159

I have had issues on and off for quite some time. I was referred to Dr Abbadessa by another doctor. The staff was so pleasant and helpful. I have taken his advise and it has been life changing. I am no longer in pain and now my hemorrhoids are not...  an issue. never thought I would say this, I now have a butt doctor.read more
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Alex M1400265170

During the course of several procedures I had with Dr. Abbadessa, I experienced nothing but consummate professionalism and a bedside manner that encompassed compassion, dignity, and understanding. Its refreshing to be able to speak so highly of a...  physician and his staff. Along with the personnel, the exam, procedure, and waiting rooms are all immaculate and welcoming in their decor as well as up to date with equipment and technology. Not only did Dr. Abbadessa fully explain the details of my my condition, he listened to my concerns and addressed them fully. I would recommend his practice to anyone that is in need the services he offers.read more
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J. Engelhard1398989631

Wonderful staff and Dr. Abadessa has the best bed side manner in a field where almost everything is awkward. My husband went first recommended by our primary, after hearing his relief I went to take care of some hemoroids from giving birth. Four...  visits later and my bottom is all good:-)read more
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[image: Joel Kabak]
Joel Kabak1576284241

Unbelievable experience here! Truly a great group of professional, and very caring people! They said they’d take good care of me, and they are good for their words! I cannot express enough thanks to the doc and his team. All the positive reviews on...  this page are REAL. The staff is real! They treat you as a person, not just a patient! I am still in awe at the caring and kindness shown by these people at a place no one wants to visit. I can’t express in many more words what else to say. See my post on their webpage. Truly a Godsend for those of us in this unfortunate situation. G-d bless you all!read more
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Steve Oswald1570043256

I highly recommend the Colon Rectal Health Center! Great Dr. with a great sense of humor  and a very friendly caring staff!  He has been my doctor for quite a few years now, couldn't have asked for a better doctor!
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Misty Townsend1562344675

Dr. Abbadessa and the entire staff have been amazing to my husband. We highly recommend this place!!!
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Janelle Schumer Chris Reichardt1535655501

Doc Abby And Nurses
are AWESOME.
Chris HIGHLY recommends.
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